
Final Pinup

The Concept

The Geometry

Walking through the DSB tunnel by yourself, at night, you feel unpleasant, 
you are always on the lookout for somebody lurking around the corner, 
waiting for someone to harass. You feel the need to be prepared for the 
encounter. Wouldn’t it be great to know if you are alone and safe, or if 
there really is someone?
This project is based upon this common feeling. The urban structure will 
illuminate the presence of people in the DSB tunnel, giving the frightend 
subject a visual response.

The Light

The Effect

Working with planar components, with some restrictions, the geometry 
created is a wall structure, based upon a waffle system, which makes it 
possible to divide the wall in segments. That comes in handy when the 
light needs to illuminate a subject, a whole segment of the wall can be 
used. Furthermore there are perforated planes in the spaces between the 
waffle system. These planes combined will depict an image, making the 
structure artistic.

The system will detect the presence of a subject with a lightsensor. The 
segment of the structure that detects this, is turned on - the closer you 
stand to the structure the more light will be emitted. Stading in front of 
a segment in a longer period of time, the light will change hue, depend-
ing on the sounds detected by a soundsensor. The longer time you stand 
in front of the structure, the longer it takes the light to fade out after you 
leave.

You, as the frightend subject, will have a visual response from the wall 
structure, telling you if there is somebody around the corner, or even if 
there has been someone, giving you the opportunity to map out the area 
fast - and hopefully, giving you a peace of mind.
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